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The extraction of motion signals requires a nervous system to compare signals over space and time. Fisher et al. identify a visual pathway that has large receptive fields and shows sustained responses to contrast. Thus, it cannot provide the local information needed to extract motion signals but is still required for directionselective outputs.
INTRODUCTION
Visual motion cues drive robust, innate behavioral responses in many animals and are used to navigate, find food, or escape predators. Motion information is initially computed from visual inputs by discrete circuits, elementary motion detectors (EMDs), which measure motion signals in small regions of retinotopic space. To extract motion information, each EMD has to sample light signals from adjacent points in space and compare them across time, performing a paradigmatic neural computation. Here, we identify a neuron that is essential for motion-guided behaviors that contributes to motion detection by providing tonic information about large regions of visual space that is directly incorporated into EMDs.
The algorithmic basis of motion detection has been studied in a variety of experimental systems, creating an excellent context in which to dissect the circuit implementation of neural computation [1, 2] . In insects, the Hassenstein Reichardt correlator (HRC) model predicts a wealth of behavioral and physiological data. This EMD model correlates signals that arise from two neighboring points in space, after one input has been temporally delayed compared to the other [3] [4] [5] . By rectifying contrast inputs into increment and decrement components, and splitting the motion computation into different combinations of ON and OFF signals, it is possible to construct motion detectors that selectively respond to moving light and dark edges [3] .
Recent years have seen considerable progress toward identifying the circuits and organizational principles that govern the extraction of elementary motion cues in Drosophila. In the fly visual system, the extraction of motion cues is segregated, both behaviorally and physiologically, into two pathways, which are selective for either moving ON or OFF edges [6, 7] . This segregation emerges immediately postsynaptic to photoreceptors where the lamina neuron L1 provides retinotopic inputs to the ON pathway and the lamina neuron L2 provides the major input to the OFF pathway [6, 7] (Figures 1A and 1B) . Whereas L1 and L2 respond to light independent of motion, downstream computations that take place in the medulla and the lobula transform these signals into direction-selective responses observed within T4 and T5 neurons [11, 12] . Both T4 and T5 exist in four subtypes, each of which responds to one of the cardinal directions of motion. Whereas T4 is specialized for moving ON edges, T5 responds selectively to moving OFF edges [11] . Importantly, simultaneous genetic silencing of combinations of ON or OFF pathway neurons either at the inputs or the output level leads to strong behavioral deficits in motion detection [7, 13, 14] . Anatomical studies using serial electron
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microscopy (EM) have mapped the main synaptic connections between L1 and T4, identifying the medulla intrinsic neuron Mi1 and the transmedullary neuron Tm3 for the ON pathways, whereas Tm1 and Tm2 neurons are the strongest links between L2 and T5 in the OFF pathway [8, 15] ( Figures 1A and 1B) . These four medulla neuron types display physiological properties that map onto computational predictions, including temporal delays and signal rectification [9, 16] ( Figure 1B ). However, additional data obtained from EM studies and behavioral studies indicate that EMD circuits are more complex than this favored pattern of connectivity would suggest [15] . Sixty different cell types have been identified in the medulla [10, 17] , suggesting that coding could be more distributed. In support of this notion, even at the level of the lamina, L2 is not the only input channel for motion responses to OFF edges, but rather additional contributions are required from L3 and L1 [13] ( Figure 1A ). Also, other candidate neurons such as Tm4 and Tm9 have been proposed to play roles in OFF motion detection as they make a large number of output synapses onto T5 dendrites in the lobula [8, 15] ( Figures 1A and 1B) . Thus, additional circuit components may also play functionally important roles in motion detection. Because EMDs can produce directional signals from only local cues [4, 12, 18] , they are not predicted to incorporate information from across a wide region of space and time. However, given the versatility and robustness of motion-guided behaviors, combined with the neuronal diversity in the medulla, it seems plausible that motion-detecting circuits might incorporate additional information from the visual scene. Here, we used two independent genetic approaches to identify visual interneurons that are necessary for behavioral responses to moving OFF edges. We identified a transmedullary neuron, Tm9, whose physiological properties do not map onto classical EMD models but which is required for EMD function. In particular, this neuron carries wide-field information over long timescales and integrates ON and OFF pathway inputs. We show that Tm9 provides critical input to OFF edge motion detection across a wide range of conditions. Thus, we identify and characterize a behaviorally relevant circuit that is a central component of elementary motion detection.
RESULTS

Forward Genetics Identifies Neurons that Are Required for Motion-Guided Behavior
We first sought to identify behaviorally critical components of motion-detecting circuits. Given that the OFF pathway utilizes a combination of inputs, making functional specializations in downstream circuits likely, we focused on identifying medulla circuit components in this pathway. Both ON and OFF edges contribute to behavioral responses to motion ( Figure 1C) , and only blocking both pathways simultaneously results in motion blindness to rotational stimuli [7, 13, 19] . To circumvent this inherent circuit redundancy, we employed two parallel forward genetic approaches to identify novel neurons that contribute to the detection of moving dark edges.
In a first approach, we blocked neural activity in a set of 57 In-SITE enhancer trap Gal4 lines that had expression in the medulla while simultaneously silencing L1 through expression of UASshibire ts (UAS-shi ts ), a temperature-inducible blocker of synaptic activity [20] . Using a population-based behavioral assay (described in [13, 21] ), we identified that the line 0682-Gal4 dramatically enhanced the L1 phenotype, suggesting that this driver line is expressed in OFF pathway neurons (data not shown).
In a second approach, we used a single fly behavioral assay in which a fly walks on an air-cushioned ball surrounded by visual displays, allowing us to precisely control the visual presentation while monitoring the animal's behavioral response ( Figure 1C ). Given the contribution of both ON and OFF pathways to motion, we chose a stimulus in which rotating ON and OFF edges moved in opposite direction, the ''opposing edges'' stimulus [7] . Control flies with intact motion processing circuits that respond to both edge types show very little net turning as the outputs of the two pathways cancel each other ( Figures 1D and 1E) . Conversely, when circuit components that differentially affect one of the two pathways are disrupted, flies turn in the direction predicted by the motion signal from the intact pathway [7, 11, 13] . Flies appeared more motivated to move in this assay compared to the population assay. Thus, we first tested Gal4 lines with prominent expression in the medulla that did not walk well in the population assay. From this collection, we ; the pathway by which L1 contributes to OFF edge detection was unknown (denoted by a ''?''). (B) A simplified model of the HRC and its candidate circuits in the OFF pathway. Tm2 has faster temporal dynamics than Tm1, and spatial offsets in wiring onto T5 enables sampling of adjacent points in space as Tm2 inputs are offset compared to both Tm1 and Tm9 [8, 9] . (C) ON and OFF pathways are separated yet together guide behavioral responses to motion. (D-I) Turning responses that were obtained using a single fly behavioral assay in which a tethered fly walks on an air-cushioned ball. Flies see motion stimuli in which moving ON and OFF edges are rotating around the fly and move either in opposite directions (''opposing edges''; D and E) or in the same direction to each other (''rotating grating''; F-I); the gray box shows the 250 ms of stimulus presentation. Each panel shows the experimental Gal4 >> shi ts condition (magenta) as well as the corresponding Gal4/+ (light gray) and UAS-shi ts /+ (dark gray) controls. The bar plots next to each time trace show integrated responses over a 250 ms window beginning 80 ms after stimulus onset. Shading and error bars denote ±1 SEM. n.s., not significant; ***p < 0.001; tested using two-tailed Student's t test against both controls. Sample sizes are n = 6 flies for UAS-shi ts /+, n = 9 for 0137/+, n = 7 for 0137>>shi ts , n = 8 for 0682/+, and n = 9 for 0682>>shi ts in (D)-(G).
Sample sizes are n = 6 flies for UAS-shi ts /+, n = 6 for L1 c202a -Gal4+0137/+, n = 6 for L1 c202a -Gal4+0137>>shi ts , n = 9 for L1 c202a -Gal4+0682/+, and n = 9 for See also Figure S1 .
identified the driver line 0137-Gal4 as having a strong edge-specific phenotype: when tested at the restrictive temperature, 0137-Gal4 UAS-shi ts flies turned strongly with the direction of moving ON edges of the opposing edges stimulus, whereas control flies did not ( Figure 1D) . Similarly, the 0682-Gal4 driver line that was initially identified in the population screen showed an indistinguishable phenotype when tested in this single-fly paradigm ( Figure 1E ). For comparison, we interleaved stimuli in which patterns of ON and OFF edges rotated in the same direction, creating a ''rotating grating'' stimulus ( Figures 1F-1I ). Like control flies, both 0137-Gal4 UAS-shi ts and 0682-Gal4 UAS-shi ts flies turned in the direction of the rotating grating, following the coordinated movement of ON and OFF edges ( Figures 1F and  1G ). Thus, these manipulations have specific effects on the detection of OFF edge motion. The strong preference for moving ON edges in the opposing edge stimulus suggests that neurons targeted in these lines contribute to OFF edge detection. However, this stimulus can only isolate relative, but not absolute, differences in responses to ON and OFF motion. To test whether these neurons were essential to the detection of OFF edges, we measured behavioral responses to the same rotating grating stimulus while abolishing all responses to moving ON edges by silencing L1 and simultaneously blocking neural activity using either 0137-Gal4 or 0682-Gal4. Strikingly, combinatorial silencing of L1 activity and either the 0137 or the 0682 pattern completely abolished all responses to rotating gratings ( Figures 1H and 1I ). This effect was as strong as disrupting either the L2 or L3 input channels to motion detection in combination with L1 inputs [7, 13, 19] , demonstrating that cell types targeted by 0137-Gal4 and 0682-Gal4 are absolutely required in the OFF pathway for motionguided behaviors.
Tm9 Is Critical for Moving OFF Edge Detection
We next characterized the 0137-Gal4 and 0682-Gal4 expression patterns to identify the behaviorally relevant neurons targeted by these driver lines. We either expressed GFP in the full Gal4 pattern or stochastically labeled single-cell subsets using a Flp recombinase-based approach [22] (Figures 1J-1M and S1A-S1H). Both lines showed prominent expression in the visual system but also labeled a few cells in the central brain ( Figures 1J-1M , S1A, and S1B). In the visual system, 0137-Gal4 marked two medulla layers ( Figures 1J and 1K ). Single-cell clones unambiguously identified a neuron type with dendritic arborizations in medulla layers M2/3, an absence of dendrites in the proximal medulla, and a bulb-shaped axon terminal in the first layer of the lobula as the transmedullary neuron Tm9 ( Figure S1D ) [10] . A single medulla tangential cell with arborizations spanning large areas in the medial medulla was also identified, but the presence of this cell type was variable between individual brains (Figure S1E ; data not shown). For the 0682-Gal4 driver line, expression in the lamina was identified as the neuron L4 with its characteristic proximally restricted dendrites ( Figures 1L and 1M ). In the medulla, single-cell clones in this line identified a transmedullary neuron with two characteristic dendritic projections in the medial medulla as Tm2 ( Figure S1G ) and Tm9 ( Figures S1G and S1H ). To verify that we did not miss any cells using the stochastic labeling approach, we also narrowed down the expression patterns in these driver lines using genetic intersections with chaGal4-DBD and cha-Gal80 (Figures S1I-S1N ). These approaches confirmed that 0137-Gal4 was expressed in the medulla neuron Tm9 and a medulla tangential cell, whereas the line 0682-Gal4 was expressed in L4, Tm2, and Tm9 ( Figures S1I-S1N ). Thus, Tm9 was the only cell type common to these two driver lines. To directly capture this overlap, we reconstituted a split-LexA transcription factor through an intersection of the 0137-p65AD InSITE swap with 0682-Gal4 UASLexADBD. As expected from the characterization of the individual expression patterns, expression was only observed in Tm9 ( Figure S2A ). Tm2 had previously been suggested to function in the OFF pathway, whereas the function of L4 has been controversial [13, 16, 23] . However, the common presence of the transmedullary neuron Tm9 in the two Gal4 lines prompted us to next test the possibility that Tm9 has a critical function in motion detection.
To test the specific requirement of Tm9 in moving OFF edge detection, we used InSITE-mediated replacement of the 0137-Gal4 and generated a 0137-Gal80. When combined with 0682-Gal4, 0137-Gal80 efficiently removed Tm9 expression while leaving expression in Tm2 and L4 intact ( Figure 2A ). Comparing the full 0682-Gal4 expression to the same expression pattern with just Tm9 removed allowed us to examine the behavioral contribution of Tm9. As shown before, silencing of all of the neurons labeled by 0682-Gal4 resulted in the strong preference for rotating ON edges in the opposing edges stimulus (Figures 1E and 2C, dotted gray line). 0682-Gal4, 0137-Gal80, UAS-shi tsexpressing flies, which lack expression in Tm9, still turned with a significant preference for the direction of rotating ON edges. However, this effect was much weaker than when the full 0682-Gal4 pattern was silenced ( Figure 2C ). Furthermore, we also blocked activity in L1 together with either 0682-Gal4 or 0682-Gal4, 0137-Gal80 to test for motion blindness in response to rotating gratings. Strikingly, when Tm9 was removed from the 0682-Gal4 expression pattern, these flies turned normally with the rotating cylinders. Thus, removing Tm9 from the full 0682-Gal4 expression pattern restored the ability of flies to respond to visual motion ( Figure 2D ). In summary, Tm9, but not Tm2 and L4 neurons, most strongly contributed to moving OFF edge detection. under the control of this driver revealed a strong preference for moving ON edges when the opposing edge stimulus was presented ( Figure 2G ). In addition, simultaneously silencing both L1 and Tm9 by combining the Gal4 and the LexA expression systems abolished all behavioral responses to motion cues (Figure 2H ). In summary, these data demonstrate that Tm9 is required for behavioral responses to rotating OFF edges.
OFF Motion Detection Requires Inputs from L1, L3, and Tm9
The OFF pathway utilizes a combination of inputs such that simultaneous silencing of two lamina neurons (L1+L2, L1+L3, or L2+L3) is required to completely abolish behavioral responses to OFF motion [13] . Thus, the complete loss of behavioral responses to motion upon simultaneous silencing of L1 and Tm9 argues that Tm9 could be downstream of L2, L3, or both. To distinguish these possibilities, we probed genetic interactions between Tm9 and lamina neurons while measuring behavioral responses to moving OFF edges. To do this, we used the 0137-Gal4 driver line. Silencing 0137-Gal4 neurons alone led only to a very modest reduction in behavioral responses to moving OFF edges ( Figure S2C ), a phenotype that was not enhanced by simultaneously silencing L3 in this background ( Figure S2D ). By contrast, simultaneous silencing of 0137-Gal4 and either L1 or L2 completely abolished turning responses to rotating OFF edges ( Figures S2E and S2F ). These interactions are identical to silencing L3 in combination with either L1 or L2 and strongly argue that Tm9 receives functional inputs from L3. These data provide additional support for a role of L1 in OFF edge detection, as previously proposed [13] . Finally, silencing 0137-Gal4 alone does not lead to a deficit in ON edge detection, and silencing 0137-Gal4 in combination with L1, L2, or L3 does not enhance the phenotype produced by silencing the individual lamina neurons ( Figures S2G-S2J ).
Tm9 Responses Require Inputs from Both L3 and L1
We next characterized physiological properties of Tm9 using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in which the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f was expressed in Tm9 neurons ( Figures 3A and 3B) . We recorded calcium signals in single Tm9 axon terminals in the lobula and presented alternating decreases and increases in light intensity filling a screen that was 60 wide in both azimuth and elevation ( Figures 3A-3C ). In general, calcium signals in Tm9 increased to the offset of light and decreased to the onset of light ( Figures 3C, S3A , and S3B). We called this response type ''normal'' and defined it by a negative correlation with the stimulus polarity. Additionally, a few cells of the opposite response polarity (''inverted responses'') were observed at the edges of the lobula region that was responding to the stimulus, consistent with an inhibitory surround ( Figures  3C, S3A , and S3B). All of these features are consistent with properties of lamina neuron inputs and would thus be predicted based on excitatory feedforward signaling from these inputs to the OFF motion pathway [9, 13, 16, 25] .
Serial EM reconstructions have identified synapses between L3 and Tm9 but have not detected direct synaptic inputs from L1 and L2 [15] . To test the functional relationships between these inputs and Tm9, we imaged calcium responses in Tm9 while silencing the individual lamina neuron types, using independent binary expression systems (Figures 3D-3F) . We recorded The bar plots next to each time trace show integrated responses over a 250-ms window beginning 80 ms after stimulus onset. Shading and error bars denote ±1 SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; tested using two-tailed Student's t test against both controls. Sample sizes are n = 6 flies for UAS-shi ts /+, n = 6 for 0682+0137-Gal80/+, n = 7 for 0682+0137-Gal80>>shi ts , n = 9 for L1 c202a -Gal4+0682-Gal4+0137-Gal80/+, and n = 9 for L1 c202a -Gal4+0682-Gal4+0137-Gal80>>shi ts in (C) and (D). Sample sizes are n = 9 flies for lexAop-shi ts /+, n = 8 for Tm9-LexA /+, n = 6 for Tm9-LexA >> lexAop-shi ts , n = 9 for lexAop-shi ts +UAS-shi ts /+, n = 10 for Tm9-LexA + L1 c202a -Gal4/+, and n = 5 for L1 c202a -Gal4+ Tm9-LexA >> lexAop-shi ts + UAS-shi ts in (G) and (H). See also Figure S2 .
calcium signals in Tm9 evoked by flashes of light after incubating the flies at the restrictive temperature for Shibire ts . We observed a 57% reduction in the amplitude of normal Tm9 responses upon silencing L3 but no significant reduction when L1 or L2 were silenced individually ( Figures 3G and 3I ). This confirms that Tm9 requires L3 inputs but also demonstrates that Tm9 must receive at least one additional input signal. Given the known combinatorial interactions in the lamina, we next blocked neural activity in L3 together with silencing either L1 or L2. Interestingly, silencing of L1 and L3 together, but not L2 and L3, significantly reduced the response amplitude of Tm9 neurons to light flashes to 21% of the effector control, or half of the amplitude of L3 silencing alone ( Figures 3H and 3I) . Thus, L1 provides additional functional inputs to Tm9. We note that the magnitude of this reduction is likely an underestimate, given that our analysis requires a measurable, negatively correlated response from Tm9 cells in order to select signals from normally responding cells. In fact, we only observed visible responses in approximately 25% of the flies in which L1+L3 were silenced (n = 19), compared to 80% for flies in which L2+L3 were silenced and >90% for all other genotypes. Alternatively, the residual response observed when L1+L3 were blocked might also suggest an additional, minor contribution from R8 photoreceptors, as proposed previously [26] . We still observed the inverted response type in all of these genotypes, and blocking activity in individual lamina neuron types or their combinations had similar effects on normal and inverted responses (data not shown). In summary, these data demonstrate that the L3 pathway provides a major contribution to Tm9. Strikingly, we also identify an unexpected role for L1 in producing Tm9 responses, an effect that likely arises through an intermediate neuron. Taken together with the behavioral data, these imaging studies reinforce a role for both L3 and L1 in OFF edge motion detection.
Tm9 Neurons Respond to Visual Stimuli Across a Wide Visual Field
To further understand how Tm9 contributes to moving OFF edge detection, we next characterized its properties in response to various additional visual stimuli. We first used either light or dark bars that were approximately 10 wide, moving across dark or light backgrounds at 20 /s (Figures 4A and 4B) . We observed two types of responses to these moving stimuli that correlated with the polarity of the flash responses described in Figure 3 . To extract these motion signals, we separated response types based on the correlation value of an ROI's calcium signal to the flash stimulus ( Figures S3A-S3D ). Most cells showed a negative correlation with the flash response, consistent with a sign conserving synapse from L3. These cells responded to a moving light bar with first a decrease in their calcium signal, followed by an increase, likely reflecting the bar's movement into and then out of the receptive field center ( Figure 4A ). Consistent with the inverted response type evoked by light flashes, we also observed that the inverted cells strongly increased their calcium signal to the moving light bar ( Figure 4A ). When flies were presented with a moving dark bar, all responding cells showed an increase in calcium signal and were negatively correlated with the flash stimulus (the normal response; Figure 4B ). Conversely, all cells that had inverted responses to the flash stimulus did not show any responses to the moving dark bar, even if the same ROI responded to the moving light bar (Figures 4A and 4B ; data not shown). These data, plus the absence of a biphasic response to moving dark bars, suggest that the surround properties of Tm9 are contrast rectified so as to only convey information about light increments (Figures 4A and 4B ). To directly test this prediction, we probed responses to individual moving ON and OFF edges. Consistent with the moving bar responses, calcium signals in Tm9 decreased to the appearing ON edge and increased to the appearing OFF edge ( Figure 4C) . When compared to previously characterized medulla interneurons [9, 27] , Tm9 center responses do not display strong rectification. Interestingly, cells with inverted responses, which primarily receive surround input, only increased their calcium signal to the moving ON edge, but not the OFF edge, confirming that the inhibitory surround is contrast rectified (Figure 4C ). Finally, no difference in response increased calcium signal to contrast increments and decreased calcium signal to contrast decrements), and blue pixels indicate negative correlation with contrast (''À''; decreased calcium signal to contrast increments and increased calcium signal to contrast decrements). The color map (a.u.) for each receptive field was scaled to span the full range of contrast values observed per receptive field, while always maintaining the correspondence of white to zero contrast. See also Figure S4 . strength was observed to motion in any of the eight directions ( Figure S3E) .
Interestingly, many of the responses evoked by the moving bar stimuli lasted longer than expected from the speed and width of the bar. These prolonged responses raised the possibility that the receptive field of Tm9 is larger than predicted by the columnar anatomy of the cell. To directly measure the spatial extent of Tm9 responses, we mapped Tm9 receptive fields with a Gaussian noise stimulus that probed both space and time ( Figure 4D ). We displayed frames that comprised 12 bars, with each bar subtending 5 in either elevation or azimuth, where the intensity of each bar was changed over time according to a Gaussian distribution (see Experimental Procedures). Most of the spatiotemporal receptive fields that we extracted showed a strong inverse correlation between the calcium response and the contrast polarity of the stimulus, consistent with our previous measurements using flash stimuli ( Figures 3C, 4E , 4F, S4A, and S4B). These receptive fields reveal that Tm9 responses were driven strongly by stimuli closely preceding the response, peaking at approximately 200 ms. A weaker phase of the opposite polarity extended further back in time ( Figures 4E, 4F , S4A, and S4B). These receptive fields were also very large, often spanning the full 60 extent of the screen used in our apparatus ( Figures 4E, 4F, S4A , and S4B). We observed these wide receptive fields along both the horizontal and the vertical axis ( Figures 4E and 4F ). When we showed both horizontal and vertical Gaussian noise stimuli sequentially while imaging the same layer, vertical and horizontal receptive fields showed the wide spatial extent for the same ROI ( Figure S4C ). Occasionally, when we mapped axon terminals that were at the edge of the responding brain region, we measured receptive fields with responses of opposite phase consistent with the inhibitory surround ( Figure S4B ). These surround responses were also extensive in space. Whereas the wide spatial receptive fields were consistent with the extended responses to moving bars ( Figures 4A-4C ), they were not expected by the columnar restriction of Tm9 arbors in the medulla or the lobula or any known synaptic inputs ( Figure 1A ) [10, 15] . This suggests that information from multiple columns is converging at the level of Tm9. This convergence is surprising in light of the fact that elementary motion detection formally only requires a local comparison between two neighboring points in space.
The L3-Tm9 Pathway Provides Sustained Signals to Motion Processing
The temporal component of the receptive field that we measured for Tm9 was strongly dominated by the initial lobe of the filter. Similarly, previously measured filters of L3 were monophasic whereas the temporal filters of L1 and L2 were biphasic [7, 13] . These data suggest that the L3-Tm9 pathway displays sustained responses to long-lasting contrast changes, whereas the responses of L2 should be more transient. To test this prediction, we measured the responses of L3 and Tm9 to long light flashes lasting 5 s and compared them to the responses in L2 (Figures 5A  and 5B ). Both L2 and L3 increased their calcium signal to the offset of light and decreased their calcium signal to light onset, as previously reported in experiments using genetically encoded calcium indicators [7, 13, 27] . Over the course of a 5 s flash, the calcium signals in L2 were transient, decaying back to baseline shortly following light onset or offset ( Figure 5B ; see also [27] ).
Conversely, calcium responses in L3 were sustained for both ON and OFF stimuli and did not decrease within the course of 5 s of either light or dark ( Figure 5B) . Similarly, Tm9 signals decayed only very little during 5 s of darkness and showed completely tonic signals to the ON period. Thus, the L3-Tm9 pathway displays sustained responses to changes in luminance.
Tm9 Is Broadly Required for Responses of DirectionSelective T5 Neurons
Given the unique spatial and temporal properties of Tm9, we next examined its contribution to the direction-selective signals of T5, which receives significant input from Tm9, with only Tm2 having more numerous synapses [8] . To do this, we used two independent binary expression systems to genetically silence Tm9 outputs while expressing GCaMP6f in T4 and T5 neurons ( Figures  5C and 5D ). T4 and T5 are present in four subtypes with layerspecific projections within the lobula plate. Each subtype displays direction-selective preferences for one of the four cardinal directions of motion [11] . For example, T5 axon terminals in lobula plate layer A preferentially respond to front-to-back motion, whereas axon terminals in layer C respond most strongly to upward motion ( Figures 5C and 5D ) [11] . To separate the direction-selective responses of each T4 and T5 subtype, we therefore showed individual ON or OFF edges, moving in one of four directions at 20 /s. Strikingly, upon blocking synaptic activity in Tm9, the overall response amplitude of T5 neurons was dramatically reduced for all directions of motion ( Figures 5C-5E , 5G, and S5). Whereas the residual responses were still stronger to motion in their preferred direction for some layers, direction selectivity was reduced in all layers ( Figures 5F, 5H, and S5) . Finally, as expected, silencing Tm9 did not reduce the responses to moving ON edges ( Figures 5C and 5D ). In summary, blocking Tm9 function dramatically reduced T5 signals, demonstrating that Tm9 is required for elementary motion detection of OFF edges.
Given the unusual temporal kinetics of Tm9, we next wondered whether Tm9 might specifically contribute to the computation of motion at slower speeds. Furthermore, it has been suggested that L3 functions preferentially for the processing of slower motion [23] . We thus sought to test the contribution of Tm9 to the detection of motion of different speeds. To do this, we utilized a motion stimulus that contained moving ON and OFF edges to separate the signals from T4 and T5 yet varied the speed from 10 /s to 150 /s. In control flies, we observed motion responses to OFF edges across all speeds. For example, in axon terminals of layer A, OFF responses were always strongest for edges moving front to back, reflecting the broad speed tuning of T5 ( Figure 6A ) [11] . Importantly, Tm9 silencing produced a dramatic reduction in T5 responses, as measured using the amplitude of the PD peak. This effect was observed for both slower and faster speeds (Figures 6A-6C) . Thus, Tm9 function is critical to OFF edge responses across a broad range of speeds. Taken together, our data argue against a specific role for Tm9 in the processing of only a subset of motion speeds and suggest instead that Tm9 is broadly required for T5 motion responses.
DISCUSSION
Here, we describe a pathway in the Drosophila visual system that is required for behavioral responses to OFF edge motion.
This pathway links a postsynaptic target of photoreceptors, the lamina neuron L3, to its postsynaptic partner, the medulla neuron Tm9, to the direction-selective neuron T5. Unlike the other known inputs to motion detection, this pathway carries sustained signals that are required for EMD function. Despite its columnar anatomy and the traditional view that inputs to elementary motion detection are local in nature, Tm9 pools inputs across a broad region of space and provides vital contributions to the responses of T5. We also provide the first physiological evidence that demonstrates that L1, the input to the ON motion pathway, also provides input to the OFF motion pathway, corroborating previous behavioral studies [13] . These unexpected properties of peripheral motion-detection circuits challenge current models of elementary motion detection that only consider local inputs and that strictly separate the processing of ON and OFF motion signals.
A combination of anatomical studies, behavioral analysis, and physiological measurements has shed light on the neural circuits that perform motion computation in Drosophila (reviewed in [5, 28] ). The lamina neurons L1 and L2 were initially identified as the key inputs to motion detection and were characterized extensively [6, 7, 19, 21] . These results were extended by two studies that identified L3 as a third critical input [13, 23] . Here, we use forward genetics to identify Tm9 as a downstream neuron in the L3 pathway, highlighting the power of this approach as an important complement to anatomical predictions. Anatomical and physiological studies suggested that the medulla neurons Mi1 and Tm3 connect L1 to T4 and that Tm1 and Tm2 are important links between L2 and T5 [8, 9, 15] . Recent studies have confirmed the contribution of both Mi1 and Tm3 to ON edge motion detection, albeit with varying speed-dependent contributions [29] , and a physiological study described a role for Tm2 in OFF motion detection [16] . Our study provides the first physiological and behavioral characterization of a medulla pathway downstream of L3 that is required for elementary motion detection. These data are consistent with previous behavioral studies of L3 and anatomical studies that identified synaptic connections between L3, Tm9, and T5 [8, 13, 15, 23] . Interestingly, whereas our genetic dissection did identify behavioral deficits associated with blocking activity in Tm2, blocking synaptic activity in both L1 and Tm2 did not abolish motion-guided behaviors. Thus, whereas Tm2 likely plays a key role in motion detection, its activity is apparently not strictly required for optomotor responses in walking flies. Given the behavioral salience of motion cues, redundant pathways likely exist that make it harder to identify behavioral phenotypes for neurons that implement core motion computations.
L1 and L3 Inputs Interact at the Level of Tm9
Previous behavioral studies demonstrate that L1 and L3 are functionally redundant for detecting OFF edge motion, such that only silencing both together abolishes behavioral responses to motion [13] . However, how this redundant interaction might manifest in the circuit was unknown. Here, we identify Tm9 as one point of convergence between L1 and L3, as silencing both of these cells together nearly abolishes all Tm9 responses ( Figure 6D ). Whereas L1 does not appear to provide direct input to Tm9, the second most frequently identified synapses onto Tm9 come from Mi4 [15] , which is emerging as one of the circuit elements of the ON pathway (S. Takemura and I. Meinertzhagen, personal communication). It will be interesting to determine the relative contributions of L1 and L3 to the spatiotemporal receptive field structure of Tm9, as one might predict that L1 would preferentially shape the contrast-rectified spatial surround that we observed for Tm9. We note that, in our behavioral experiments, blocking neural activity in L1 also enhances the effect of silencing Tm9 to OFF edge motion. This suggests that additional L1 inputs feed into OFF edge motion detection in a pathway that is parallel to Tm9 ( Figure 6D ). Taken together, these data suggest that, at least at the level of their inputs, the ON and OFF pathways are not as cleanly separated as is often assumed but rather is in line with previous behavioral data that identified a diversity of lamina inputs for moving OFF edge detection [13] . This relationship between ON and OFF pathways draws interesting analogies to similar observations in the vertebrate retina, where such interactions are used to reconstruct linear responses to contrast via crossover inhibition [30] . Elementary Motion Detection Uses Sustained, Wide-Field Input Classic models of elementary motion detection correlate light inputs from adjacent points in visual space to compute motion [3] . Indeed, such local signals are sufficient to evoke direction-selective responses [4, 12, 18] . Recent work has demonstrated that, in Drosophila, T5 is the first direction-selective cell in a pathway that processes OFF motion [11] . Direction selectivity can emerge within T5 dendrites through a non-linear interaction between synaptic inputs from nearby medulla columns [12] . By measuring the OFF edge responses of T5 during Tm9 silencing, we tested the contribution of Tm9 to this directional transformation. Our data demonstrate that the synaptic output of Tm9 is vital for OFF pathway signals, as silencing Tm9 dramatically reduces T5 responses. However, our receptive field measurements demonstrate that Tm9 does not provide purely local signals as seen in an HRC. In particular, the size of the Tm9 receptive field gives it the physiological properties of a wide-field neuron. In contrast, electrophysiological measurement of other columnar Tm neurons has revealed receptive field sizes that span approximately 10 degrees of visual space [9] . Thus, circuit mechanisms must exist that provide Tm9 neurons with the unusual ability to pool signals across space. One possibility is a direct coupling of Tm9 neurons via gap junctions. In another scenario, horizontally projecting neurons could connect several Tm9 cells (Figure 6D ). Neither gap junctions nor the synaptic connections of these horizontal neurons have been mapped, but tangential cells that span large portions of the medulla represent strong candidates [10, 31] . The physiological properties of Tm9 conflict with the view that T5 receives input from relatively simple circuits that provide local signals that are offset in space and time. One possible resolution could be that, despite its wide receptive field, Tm9 may still provide local signals. Consistent with this, Tm9 responds strongly to stimuli that only partially fill its receptive field, such as moving bar stimuli. Alternatively, the function of Tm9 might indeed fully utilize its wide-field properties. In this view, instead of being part of a circuit that compares local signals, Tm9 may provide a gating mechanism for direction-selective T5 neurons. In particular, additional drive from wide-field inputs may help motion-detecting circuits respond well to large moving objects that are highly behaviorally relevant and may also reduce noise from fast local contrast changes. Consistent with this notion, T5 neurons display stronger responses to large moving edges compared to spatially localized moving bars [12] .
The temporal response properties of Tm9 are substantially more sustained than those previously characterized in the other OFF motion pathway elements Tm1 and Tm2, which have relatively transient responses [9] . Interestingly, such tonic signals have been inferred both physiologically and behaviorally using apparent motion stimuli that demonstrate directional interactions over timescales of up to 10 s [7, 32, 33] . These data argue that the fly EMD utilizes information about contrast changes over a much-longer timescale than the transient response properties of Tm1 and Tm2 would predict. L3 and Tm9 may provide neural substrates for such tonic signals within the OFF motion-detecting pathway, and our data demonstrate that these elements are vital for OFF edge motion signals within T5. Finally, it is interesting that both tonic and wide-field signals appear in the same pathway. Utilizing sustained wide-field inputs could be useful under certain stimulus regimes when such properties could make the motion circuit more robust, even if this entails a concomitant loss in spatial and temporal precision.
Given the incomplete segregation of ON and OFF motion pathways that we observe, combined with the non-canonical receptive field properties of Tm9, we infer that the neural implementation of elementary motion-detecting pathways is more complex and diverse than previously proposed. It will be interesting to dissect the underlying circuit architecture and to understand how this computational richness shapes motion-guided behaviors.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Stocks Driver Lines Used
The InSITE Gal4 lines used in this study were 0682-Gal4 (PBac{IT.GAL4}0682) and 0137-Gal4 (PBac{IT.GAL4}0137). Genetic InSITE swaps were performed as described in [34] . Gal4 was replaced by the genetic donors {ID.p65AD} P14.1, {ID.VP16AD}33.1, and {ID.IVS-GAL80-WPRE} [34, 35] (BDSC), and UAS > CD2,y + > mCD8:: GFP were used [22] . lexAop-shi ts-attP2 was generated in this study (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Behavioral Experiments
Behavioral experiments with tethered flies walking on an air-suspended ball were done as described in [7] , with modifications as described in [13] . In brief, fly turning was measured while flies were shown different rotational stimuli (rotating square wave gratings, rotating ON or OFF edges, or opposing edges). Female flies of all genotypes were tested at the restrictive temperature for shi ts activity, at 34 C.
Calcium Imaging
In vivo calcium imaging experiments were performed on a Leica SP5 two-photon microscope or a Zeiss 7MP (Figure 3 ), using 920-nm light from a Chameleon Vision II laser. GCaMP6f was expressed either in L2, L3, Tm9, or T4/T5 neurons using the Gal4 and LexA drivers described above. Simultaneous silencing of synaptic transmission was performed using UAS-shibire ts or lexAop-shibire ts (generated in this study) upon pre-incubation in a 37 C water bath for 1 hr, followed by a maximum experimental time of 
